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February 26: First look: new
INSATIABLE vampire short~
Scott Perry, the man behind the

horror website,
sent along the first exclusive
photo at left and some info on
his short chiller INSATIABLE
(no relation to the recent feature
of the same title), which he
recently wrapped on New
Jersey locations. THE BLOOD
SHED's Mike Lane and loe
Daelman Chandla..,staras a
serial killer who has an
obsession with vampires and
his initially unsuspecting wife,
who begins to discover her
husband's dark side. The cast
also includes BARRICADE's
Raine Brown (pictured), Jessie
May Laumann, Sandra Schaller
and Danielle (THE TENEMENT)
Russo; BLOOD SHED

writer/director Alan Rowe Kelly handled the makeup, Henry
(VINDICATION) Boriello created the FX and Fango scribe Jeremiah Kipp,
fresh off I SELL THE DEAD, was assistant director.

One challenge Perry set for himself with INSATIABLE was telling his
story with no dialogue. 'It's harder for actors to convey emotions without
words, and it's also more difficult to tell a story with that approach," he
tells Fango. 'With Derek [Lane] immersed in the Gothic world of
vampires, he's doing what he believes is how a vampire would act."

According to the filmmaker, his ensemble rose to the occasion. 'Mike,
Zoe and Raine are true professionals, and it was a tremendous honor to
have them involved in this production. I would work with all of them
again in a heartbeat, as well as the dedicated crew. We shot over five
very long, very fun days, and when you work with a team that brings
more than 100 percent to a project, it makes for a completely rewarding
experience."

Perry plans to have a teaser ready this spring and to complete
INSATIABLE this summer. For more info, check out the Crypt website
linked above and the movie's MySpace page . -Michael Gingold
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